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Halloween in July?
A guide to scary
movies

LAUREN BEEMAN
STAFF WRITER

Quincy University held a State of
the University forum in the Hall of Fame
Room on April 24.
Interim Chief Operating Officer Phil
Conover, Interim Chief Financial Officer
Tom Ponto, and Dean of Students Chris-

tine Tracy hosted the address.
“As all of you know, Quincy University went through some disruptions last fall
in terms of finances,” Conover said.
The address was separated into three
parts: the financial overview, the reboot
strategies and campus life.
Ponto began by providing a general

overview of university income and expenditures.
“It’s no secret that QU is student
revenue dependent just like a lot of other
small colleges and universities,” Ponto
said.
Ponto explained that 70 percent of
SEE QUNION, PAGE 2

QU residence halls to be revitalized
LAUREN BEEMAN
STAFF WRITER

- page 8

An administrative conversation
about improving engagement at Quincy
University sparked a new opportunity for
students.

Beginning this summer, QU students
can be a part of the campus revitalization
program.
“The revitalization program is the
idea that everyone will work together and
band together to try and revamp the residence halls,” Dean of Students Christine

Tracy said.
At its core, the revitalization is an
attempt to improve the appearance of
different areas around campus.
Students who choose to participate in
this project will have the opportunity to
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS, PAGE 2
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QUNION: School hopes to achieve ‘financial equilibrium’
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

QU’s revenue comes from net tuition
and fees coupled with room and board.
“We needed to quantify where we
were financially, and that’s what Tom
Ponto has done,” Conover said.
Quincy University administrators
have constructed a plan under Ponto’s
guidance to achieve financial equilibrium, something Ponto said is only
possible if the university continues to
“live within its means.”
The long-term solutions to establish equilibrium include increasing
undergraduate enrollment to 1,200
students, increasing graduate student
enrollment to 150, and increasing the
university’s overall graduation rate to
anywhere between 50 and 60 percent.
The administration hopes these
long-term solutions can be achieved by
the 2020-21 academic year.
Ponto and his team set a goal to
raise $7 million in recovery efforts,
and as of this week, the university has
received $3.7 million in commitments.

QU has recently received legal
permission to obtain $4.5 million in
endowment money to use toward the
recovery effort.
Ponto says that by the 2018-19
school year, QU should reach financial
equilibrium, but that includes a 2.5
million dollar depreciation. However,
by the time the 2020-21 school year
rolls around, the university will reach
full financial equilibrium including the
depreciation value.
A prevention plan also was
discussed. The university intends to
increase financial engagement through
the Board of Trustees, the Executive
Team, which will be included and
involved with financial discussions, and
a faculty planning and budget committee, headed by Associate Professor
of Accounting Vicky Eidson. She will
monitor QU’s performance and longrange planning.
Conover segued into the second
portion of the presentation by explaining that while financial efficiency is
important, the university also needs

to focus on growth. The growth of
the university was broken down into
enrollment, branding and marketing,
new academic initiatives, shared governance, and campus life.
In the fall of 2016, the total number of enrolled undergraduate students
was 934. To increase that number to
1,200 by 2020, Conover and his team
created 14 plans of action. Included in
these plans are the recently announced
partnership with John Wood Community College, international recruitment,
expansion of dual credit and a larger
recruitment territory.
“We have to be innovative, and we
have to be creative,” Conover said.
As far as marketing and branding,
the university will now offer digital
acceptance letters to potential incoming freshman. QU also has partnered
with a marketing firm that will work to
redesign and promote the university.
While external marketing seems
to be an area of passion for Conover,
internal rebranding is equally as important.

Conover stressed to all students the
idea of shared governance, and within
that concept, the idea of transparency. Conover urged students to bring
any and all questions to him, even the
tough ones, and promised to answer
them to the best of his ability.
“I need to hear from all of you.
We can turn this around if we all work
together,” Conover said.
Conover also hopes to improve the
standard of living for QU students.
The first act of business will be to
improve the Wi-Fi around campus. The
proposal to improve it will be finalized
on Wednesday, and the new system will
be implemented over the summer.
Student Government Association
Vice President Mary Argana felt the
meeting provided many details that the
students needed.
“The meeting was all about being
clear and transparent. The administration is willing to hear us out, and they
are willing to put what we want into
action,” Argana said. “They are going to
fix the problems if we have them.”

RESIDENCE HALLS: Students encouraged to help
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
stay on campus over the summer free
of charge and fulfill the service learning
requirements for graduation.
“Our two buildings that need the
most revitalization are Willer and Padua,” Tracy said.
Tracy says the project will be conducted as a trial run to see if revitalizing the buildings will improve student
life and morale and also the overall
appearance of the residence halls.
“The dorms are in serious need of
some TLC, so I am more than happy to
help straighten up the dorms,” junior
Dionna Anderson said.
Participating students will be asked
to give 15 hours a week to help renovate the residence halls. Any student
who participates in this program for

three weeks or more will fulfill the service requirement for graduation.
Students who want to stay in the
Student Living Center over the summer
will be required to pay $125 dollars a
week.
“I wanted to participate in the
summer revitalization program because
I need to stay at QU over the summer,
but I wasn’t able to afford the $125. The
program is giving me the opportunity
to work for my housing which I don’t
mind,” Anderson said.
Interested students are required to
fill out a summer housing application
along with a second application to
participate in the summer revitalization
program.
Five opportunities are encom-

passed within the program, and
students are able to choose which they
would like to have.
Applying students are asked to
rank their desired positions -- a site
supervisor, a renovations crew which
will be responsible for painting and
housekeeping, special projects workers
and, finally, a grounds crew.
In addition, Greek Life members
will be able to repaint and make repairs
to their respective chapters’ houses.
Students choosing to live in Willer
can repaint and design their suites to
add a more personalized touch.
Freshman Kadiatou Bah already is
planning her Willer renovations.
“This opportunity allows us to
leave a legacy. My roommates and I are
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all either pre-medicine or nursing majors, and we are looking at decorating
and creating an image within that for
QU,” Bah said.
Tracy hopes the project will be
completed by August 1.
“That’s when the resident directors
and resident assistants move back to
campus. Then, they are followed shortly
by fall athletes and band members, and,
then, everyone else will come back to
campus and these buildings will be
newly renovated,” Tracy said.
Applications for summer housing
and the summer revitalization program
are due May 12. Interested students can
speak to Tracy in the Student Success
Center.

The Falcon staff is always look for
more writers and photographers. For
more information, contact Broemmer
at broemal@quincy.edu
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Gervasi bids farewell to Quincy
DAREK LAMBERT
STAFF WRITER

Robert Gervasi recently reflected
on his nine years as president of Quincy University as he prepares to make
the move to Ohio Dominican University next month.
We are less than a month away
from Commencement. How are you
feeling as your tenure at Quincy University is about to come to an end?
“Well, as you can imagine there’s a
lot of feelings mixed in there. Certainly
pride. I’m very proud of what we’ve
all been able to accomplish together
— faculty, staff and students these last
nine years. Sadness of course, to leave
so many good friends we’ve made over
this time. Excitement to go to a new
opportunity that will be in familiar territory since, you know, Jen and I both
lived in Ohio earlier and will be closer
to our children and grandchildren.
That’s exciting as well. Bottom line is
gratitude. I really am very, very grateful to have had the privilege and the
opportunity to serve as QU’s president
these nine years.”
With this being your first position as a university president, what
were some things that surprised you
in such a role?
“It wasn’t totally a surprise because
I’ve been fortunate to have pretty
responsible positions up to this point,
and I’ve also been fortunate to have
gotten to know quite a number of
college presidents even before I started
here at Quincy, so I knew what I was
getting into. I had a great briefing from
trustees and others here at the university before I started. But, seeing it from
the outside is always different from being on the ground, and I guess that was
not so much of a surprise. I just sort
of had to hold my breath for a while.
There are just so many different aspects
to being a college president and leading
an institution. There are so many things
coming at you at once. You just sort of
have to sort it all out and focus on a
strategic vision and get the support you
need to make that vision happen. That
was definitely a very exciting time.”
What are some of the things that
you have learned at QU that you will
take with you to Ohio Dominican?
“What I have really learned is two

Robert Gervasi will become the president at Ohio Dominican University in June.

things -- one being managing issues,
and the other being leading people.
There are always going to be crises.
It is very easy to get caught up in the
crises and only deal with crisis management. But if you do that all the time,
you lose sight of the long-term goal of
the institution and the mission. I have
learned that it is very important to not
let what is urgent get in the way of what
is important. You have to keep your eye
on what is most important.”
Compared to the other schools
you have worked at, what are some
things that are distinctive about QU?
“Our identity as a Catholic,
Franciscan, liberal arts institution, to
me, has been an amazing bedrock of
Quincy University. It is a very unique
characteristic.”
In hindsight, is there something
that you wish you would have done
differently while president at Quincy
University?
“That is always a great question. I
always like to turn it around. I know
that you cannot change the past, but
you can learn from it. I don’t think
about what I would’ve changed. I think
about how I can learn from the past
to make decisions in the future. Learn
from it and never regret it.”
What did you and your wife, Jen,
think of your time in the city of Quincy while you were here?
“There are so many opportunities

in the city. Of course, Jen has served on
numerous boards here in town. There
are opportunities for professionals in
any field and the chance to get involved
in many different kinds of activities.
This is unique because smaller communities do not have the resources and
then larger communities have everything professionalized. Here, everything is great. It is very impressive for
the arts and service.”
You have been here since 2008.
What would you say is your favorite
memory?
“That is very tough because in nine
years there have been so many wonderful memories. I would like to choose
two -- one that happened on campus
and one that happened off campus. The
one that happened off campus was a
personal revelation. At the invocation
at a formal president of a university,
Loyola University in Chicago, I was
invited to represent Quincy, and I was
able to meet the Dalai Lama. This was a
personal note because the Dalai Lama
has been one of my heroes since I was
little. I looked up to him religiously and
politically. I just thought that he has
been such an inspiration to me, and
it would not have happened without
Quincy University. My experience on
campus is that some years ago we had
a student who was a football student
athlete and was in a serious car accident and almost died. He eventually

came back and had just one semester
left. Everyone on campus got behind
him to help him back on to campus.
We had just built the Student Living
Center so he was able to have a special
room, and he was really cared for. He
was confined to a wheelchair because of
this accident. Jen and I actually got to
know him and his family fairly well because we went to visit in the hospital a
number of times. He graduated at commencement, and with the help of some
faculty members, he walked across the
stage and receive his diploma. There
were tears in everyone’s eyes. The entire
assembly stopped and cheered for five
minutes. This was a representation of
what this university is all about.”
With all the changes happening
at Quincy University, what do you
think is in store for the future of the
institution?
“The best of Quincy University
is yet to come. But I think we have a
plan in place to get beyond and have a
team of internal leadership that is very
robust and a great team of the Board of
Trustees that I am confident will find a
very talented president to succeed me.”
What words of wisdom might
you have for your successor at Quincy
University?
“Don’t let the urgent distract you
from the important. Don’t let relationships get away from you, either.
Relationships with students as well as
those relationships with faculty. It’s all
about relationships and all about focus.”
What would your last words to
the student body be, as you are leaving Quincy University?
“I will pass on two words of wisdom that have been passed on to me
as well as countless others in history.
Those words come from Francis of
Assisi as greeting and farewell. Pax et
bonum. Pax meaning peace and bonum
meaning good. His wish for everyone is
that you live in peace and live striving
for what is good. That is a real challenge. It is easy to have conflict with
others. Peace-keeping takes hard work.
I wish peace and good to all of our
students.”
Check out the entire interview
here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Sj0696b7t0U
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SENIOR SPOTLIGHT

Moore ready for Morocco
NATE PEREZ
STAFF WRITER

Bryce Moore is not a typical college senior. He’ll be pursuing a non-traditional path after graduation.
Not only is he leaving the Quincy
area, but he is also leaving the country
for his career. Moore will leave for Morocco in September to begin a career
with the Peace Corps. He will serve as
a youth asset builder.
Moore will primarily be working
with the youth in an assigned community, which he will have to incorporate
himself into. He will step in where
the community needs it most, so his
responsibilities could include summer
camps, English classes, after school
programs, youth homes, foster care and
more.
Acceptance into the Peace Corps
can be very difficult and time consuming. The application process is known
to be difficult.
“They do that so they can weed out
a lot of people who aren’t dedicated to
the process,” Moore said.
Applying can take up to six
months, depending on when one applies. However, most of the time, to be
seriously considered, applicants have
been working towards this goal early
on by volunteering and gaining professional experience in their ideal sector.
Moore applied for the youth development sector because he has been
working with youths since he was a
teenager. He will return to New York
this summer as the head counselor for
a teen leadership program for young
men with social, emotional and learning differences to continue to develop
skills he can use abroad.
“I’ve been helping and working
with kids for a long time, and I’m more
than excited to move to Morocco for 27
months to continue my work, “ Moore
said.
While at QU, Moore connected
with a recruiter to make the application
process smoother.
“It was very time consuming and
worrying. I didn’t want to mess anything up. I’ve always wanted to travel,
and the Peace Corps seemed like a
perfect fit,” he said.

Moore interviewed in January and
was offered an invitation to serve a few
days after. He has been preparing for
his journey ever since.
“There is a lot to think about. I will
be uprooting my entire life for over two
years, all into two suitcases,” Moore
said.
Since accepting the position in
Morocco, he has been working on
getting medically and legally cleared,
gaining a Peace Corps passport, doing
online coursework and reviewing the
Arabic language.
“There’s a lot to prepare to volunteer in another country,” Moore said.
Associate Professor of Communication Barbara Schleppenbach helped
Moore prepare his application.
“The Peace Corps role provides
Bryce with a logical extension of his
consistent effort to use his gift for communication to help others, particularly
those who have difficulty making their
voices heard,” Schleppenbach said.
“He also enjoys experiencing diverse
cultures, so this opportunity is a perfect
fit. The Peace Corps has proved to be
a reliable stepping stone to careers in
public service, and I’m sure that Bryce
will have many options at the conclusion of his tour in Morocco.”
Moore has traveled to every American state except Alaska and Hawaii,
but leaving the country will be new for
him. In Morocco, there will be areas
where he can still connect to Wi-Fi and
get cell service. However, he will not
know for sure until he arrives and is
placed in his community.
“America is kind of nice because
you can do pretty much whatever you
want during the day without much
thought, but in Morocco, a prominently Muslim country, there are specific
traditions and customs I will need to
respect,” Moore said.
Transitioning into a new culture
can be hard, but the hardest part for
Moore may be leaving his support
system back home.
“I’m really excited that Bryce has
this opportunity because no one deserves it more,” fellow communication
classmate Lauren Beeman said. “He
will not only benefit from the experience, but the people he meets will

benefit from knowing
him and knowing what
a genuine person he is.
Since I’ve known him,
he’s done nothing but
help and encourage me
and others and now
he gets to do that on a
global scale. I couldn’t
be happier for him.”
Moore will spend
27 months in Morocco with the option to
complete a third year if
he chooses.
“From what other
people have said, it can
get pretty lonely. I’m
used to doing things
on my own, but this
will be very different.
I’m excited for the
challenge,” Moore said.
“A lot of people go to
grad school, and I’m
not opposed to that. I
really want to find a job
where I can continue to
travel and help people. I
really hope this leads to
a future career.”

Above: Moore at camp in New York.
Below: Moore at Peace Corps gathering.
(Photos courtesy of Moore)
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SENIOR SPOTLIGHT

Porter prepares to jet to Japan
AMANDA BOYER
STAFF WRITER

Quincy University Communication senior Rebeka Porter is set to start
her assistant English language teaching
job in Japan at the middle school and
elementary education level.
“I have always been interested in
their culture since I was like 13 or 14,
and their language just sounds really
beautiful to me, and it just kind of
stemmed from whenever I was younger. It just kind of branched off. I was
like, ‘Oh, if someone else can do this,
then I can do it, too,’” Porter said.
Porter began her search almost a
year and a half ago through a YouTube
video which contained information on
the Japan Exchange Teaching Program.
Through watching the JET Program on
YouTube, Porter decided to look into
it and becoming an assistant language
teacher.
Once Porter narrowed the focus of

what interested her, she decided to look
around for other options that would
allow her to be an assistant language
teacher in Japan. In December 2016,
Porter came across the company Interact on Twitter.
As Porter drilled down into her
searches, she found that Interact and
the JET Program were very similar
programs, so Porter had a backup plan
in case one did not work out.
Porter decided that if she did not
get accepted into the JET Program
since it was so competitive, then she
would still have Interact to fall back on.
“In December, I opened up an
application, but I didn’t fully finish it
because I was like ‘Well, if I get accepted into the JET Program, I didn’t want
to have to tell one yes and one no if
they both accept me,’” she said.
It was early January 2017, as Porter
was finishing her application into Interact, when she found out that she did

not get accepted into the JET Program.
A few days later, she received an email
from Interact requesting that Porter
finish her Interact application because
the company wanted to set up a phone
interview. She attended a seminar
group in Chicago in February and
found out she was accpeted in March.
“I’m happy that she is able to do
everything she wants to do because
she’s so nice and so fun to be around.
I’m rooting for her,” said Brenda Cosio,
a 2016 QU graduate who used to work
with Porter.
The two programs, JET and Interact, are specifically targeted towards
Japan, but there are other programs
that you can use for other places.
“I start about August or September
possibly. I’ll find out more information
when they send out the information
and all of my official documents over
and when I officially start the VISA
process and everything,” Porter said. “I

Senior Rebeka Porter
(Photo courtesy of Amanda Boyer)

won’t find out where I am staying until
about two weeks before I go.”
Because of how the Japanese school
system works, Porter will start with a
contract for seven months, but she has
the option to renew it for a year after
that.

Senor pursues basketball overseas
BRAYDEN NUESSEN
STAFF WRITER

Herm Senor’s college basketball
career is over, and he’s graduating in
May, so he is pursuing the opportunity
to play basketball overseas.
“Right now, I am sending highlight
tapes to different teams and agents,”
Senor said. “The first thing I have to do
is get an agent so they can get me on a
team”.
All of Senor’s opportunities started
when Marty Bell, men’s basketball head
coach, heard about him when he was
being scouted for football.
“I first saw Herm during his senior
year (in high school) in a tournament
in Collinsville (Illinois) and made an
offer to him at that time,” Bell said. “He
actually came to our attention by the
football staff because he had an interest
in football.”
Senor was a three-sport athlete at
Southeast High School in Springfield.
His decision to come to QU came
down to several factors.
“First off was basketball and then
it was close to home where it was easier

for my family to come to games,” Senor
said.
When Senor arrived, he made an
immediate impact with the team on
and off the court. Throughout his time
at QU, he has grown into an accomplished basketball player.
“I have seen Herm grow from a
talented freshman to an accomplished,
mature basketball player,” Bell said. “I
see a guy who is young and (has) great
talent, and I’ve seen him become, in the
evolution of four years, in to floor leader and a really good college basketball
player.”
In Senor’s first two years, he played
the majority of the time at shooting
guard. During those years, he started
a few games. His career took off his
junior year when point guard Thomas
Jackson sustained a season-ending
injury. Senor has helped lead the team
to back-to-back 20-win seasons.
Senor was pretty happy with how
Bell treated his players during his time
at QU.
“Coach Bell would always talk
to you during practice and ask how

things are going, even off the court
(and) makes sure that you are on track,”
Senor said.
He has played with many players
during his time at QU. However, 2016
QU graduate and current graduate student Grant Meyer was with him all four
years. They both played a part in one
of the most successful seasons in QU’s
basketball history.
“On the court, Herm is very
intense and pushes himself to attempt
to do the best that he can,” Meyer said.
“Off the court, Herm is very relaxed
and someone I enjoy hanging around.”
Meyer has many good memories
from his time with Senor.
“There were many times we would
celebrate, warm up before games as
well as dance to our team song,” he
said.
Senor has been successful on the
court and in the classroom.
“It was different here because it
was the first time that I had to take a religion class, and philosophy (was) new
to me as well,” Senor said. “In the long
run, it helped me build on my faith and

Senior basketball player Herm Senor
(Photo courtesy of Brayden Nuessen)

learn more about other religion(s).”
Senor has advice to incoming
freshmen.
“Try to get your homework in
between your classes and just get your
assignment(s) done so you are not
stressing to get anything done in the
last minute,” Senor said. “Try to find
a balance between school, sports and
social life.”
Senor will graduate with a degree
in business management.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

‘I have good reason to be thankful for QU’
LEXIE BROEMMER

French after graduation, I would’ve
thought you were crazy.
I wouldn’t have believed if you told
I didn’t exactly plan on losing anyme my life goals at this point are to get
one as I started my final semester here
a Ph.D. in English, teach in a college
at Quincy University, but I did.
setting, master several languages, write
After a short battle with a still
a bestseller and a screenplay or two,
unknown illness, my uncle died on
change the way people look at mental
January 5.
illness, travel the world and maybe run
As you can probably imagine, it
for office some day.
was horrible. It still is horrible and will
I wouldn’t have believed you bebe for a long time.
cause, well, my goals are pretty ambiI’m not telling you this because I
tious and, while I liked to think I could
want to talk about loss and grief.
do anything, I didn’t really have much
No, I’m telling you this because his
confidence in myself.
death really shook me and made me
This brings me back to QU. I owe
think about how short life is and how
everything to this school because it —
quickly it can be taken away.
and my professors — made me believe
Instead of catching up with friends
in myself more than I ever did before. I
when classes started this semester, I
found a lot of this confidence working
was stuck in my head thinking about
on The Falcon.
all the things I want to do and all the
I wrote my first article for the
things I wish I’d done when I had the
paper in my second month of college,
chance.
which was September 2013. It went
I tried not to think of only all my
well enough, I suppose, but I didn’t reregrets and missed opportunities—I
ally feel like I belonged with the paper.
know that’s not healthy—so I started
For one thing, I wasn’t a Communicato think of all the things I had accomtion major at that point. For another, I
plished.
couldn’t even make it to
I realized I had
This
brings
me
the weekly meeting begood reason to be
cause I had golf practice.
back to QU. I
thankful for QU.
I didn’t write
As a freshman, I
owe everything
another article for The
thought I knew who I
Falcon until after I finally
to this school
was. I thought I had
switched my major and
everything figured
because it -- and my
was officially in the
out. I was wrong.
newspaper class in the
I had no idea who professors -- made me
spring of 2015.
I was. I still don’t, but believe in myself more
Even then, I didn’t
I have a much better
really feel like I belonged,
than
I
ever
did
before.
idea than I did four
and I was terrified of
years ago.
I found a lot of this
writing an actual news
I’ve always known
article because I didn’t
confidence
working
on
I was passionate about
think I had any idea what
writing and reading,
The Falcon.”
I was doing, so I wrote
but I didn’t know that
reviews. I knew I was
I was passionate about
— Lexie Broemmer
decent at that because I
journalism or acadid that in high school.
demic writing as long
This is all super ironas its about a topic I care about. (That
ic since I was the editor-in-chief of my
sounds crazy, I know.)
high school paper for three years, so
I didn’t know I had a seemingly
I had a pretty good idea of what I was
endless interest in history and the Cold
doing. The problem was that, as I said
War. I had no idea I was any good at
before, I had little confidence in myself.
photography.
During that spring 2015 semester,
And if you’d told me then that I’d
though, my confidence grew, especially
go back to Spanish and want to learn
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“

after one professor basically
told me I had
no option but
to cover QU’s
adaptation of
“Alice in Wonderland.” It
didn’t hurt that
I also started
working as a
freelance writer
for the Herald-Whig that
April, after only
writing professionally—if you
will—for a couple of months.
Two years
later, I write
reviews because
I like to, not
because I think
it’s the only
thing I’m capable of. I still
freelance for
the Whig and
Senior Lexie Broemmer, Editor-in-Chief of The Falcon
have written
for a couple of
from print — The Falcon — to web —
online platforms.
qumedia.net.
Over the last two years, I’ve gone
While it breaks my heart that we’re
from a staff writer to a news editor
doing this (print will always be my
to the editor-in-chief of The Falcon.
favorite medium), it does make me feel
Looking back at all the issues I’ve
a little better to say that The Falcon isn’t
worked on since I started, the improvereally going anywhere; it’s just migratments — not just mine but also my
ing. It’ll now be more easily accessible
classmates and the Communication
to everyone at QU and in the Quincy
Department’s — are astounding. We
community, which actually is a good
— this is a collective Com Department
thing for the school and my major. It’s
we — actually cover real news now. We
even possible for someone across the
actually have real stories, stories that
world to stumble upon one of our stoare well written and well researched.
ries, so really, that’s incredible.
We have a professional paper that
I’m aware that this is super cheesy,
I’m proud to call mine, which is why
but I feel like The Falcon will kind of
I’m sad to say that this last issue of
live with me forever, even if I do pursue
The Falcon will be the last issue of The
that English degree and never do anyFalcon. We’ve recently started calling
thing more than freelance.
ourselves QU Media, which includes
It’ll stay with me forever in the
QUTV, The Falcon and our online
same way that QU, all my professors
presence, qumedia.net.
and my Uncle Mike will stay with me
Our web presence has been pretty
forever because, without these experisuccessful so far, if I do say so myself,
ences and these people, I don’t feel like
so in this digital age, it made the most
I would have developed a real identity.
sense to make a complete transition
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BRENNER INCIDENT UPDATE

Underwear attacker charged with battery
BRAYDEN NUESSEN
STAFF WRITER

The man who attacked QU Friar
Brother Terry Santiapillai on April 5,
according to Adams County’s online
court records, has been charged with
aggravated battery in a public place and
aggravated battery to a school employee.
He is being held in the Adams
County Jail on a $20,000 bond and is
scheduled for a preliminary hearing on
April 26.
At approximately 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 5, George Scott
attacked Santiapillai in Brenner Library.
Santiapillai, a reference and archive
librarian, oversees the library during
the evening hours.
This incident started on the day before, April 4, when Scott, 36, attempted
to use Brenner library and Santiapillai
denied him access.
“He was not making any sense,
and I did not want to put the students
here at risk,” Santiapillai said. “I had a
feeling something was not right.”
He also said that Scott was not

happy after being forced
to leave.
Scott came back
Wednesday evening
with a stick only
wearing underwear. He
approached Santiapillai
and started hitting him
with a branch. A couple
of students intervened
and tackled Scott to the
ground.
“A gentlemen who
has been in the library
the previous day was
asked to leave, came
back this time almost
wearing no clothes,
and also carrying a
stick that I believe he
tore off the tree outside
the building,” Matt
Bergman, director of
Brother Terry Santiapllai, who was attacked, is a reference and archive librarian.
development, alumni and (Photo courtesy of Brayden Nuessen)
communication relations
and get him away from Brother Terry
incident and refused medical attention.
said. “Luckily, our students sprang into
and was able to control the man until
He quickly returned to work.
action as one student called 911 while
police arrived.”
“I was more concerned about the
another student helped subdue the man
Santiapillai was not injured in this
safety of the students,” Santiapillai said.

CAMPUS SECURITY

SGA, head of security discuss security concerns
SHEA STINE
STAFF WRITER

Within hours of being sworn in,
the Quincy University Student Government Association’s newly elected representatives had their first test when a
man attacked a friar in Brenner Library.
SGA President Gino Grivetti responded quickly by issuing a statement
to students concerning the attack and
announcing that SGA would be working with campus security to ensure that
Quincy University remains safe for all
students, faculty and staff.
The first part of the process was
an open forum, which was held on
April 11. Sam Lathrop, head of campus
security, started the forum, which no
students attended, with a 30-minute
presentation of the current state of

security on the Quincy University
campus.
Following the presentation, SGA
senators asked Lathrop questions about
a variety of concerns over security.
The one with the most relevance to the
incident in the library is why there is
no magnetic key card entrance to the
library.
Lathrop explained that the library
can be controlled remotely by security,
if needed, in the case of a lockdown or
other security issue, but he also said
that, because the library is open to the
public, it is difficult to keep it locked at
all times and then open it for anybody
who is not a student.
In addition, Lathrop said that the
magnetic key set-up averages around
$2,000 per door. The library doors are
not the doors that are most in need

of the magnetic key entrance, and the
expense doesn’t make sense right now.
Other senators asked questions
about how informed freshmen are
about security.
Grivetti said that Lathrop and the
senators were interested in the idea of
providing more information to incoming freshmen about security as well as
potentially expanding security initiatives such as self-defense classes in the
Health and Fitness Center.
“We want our students to feel
safe,” Grivetti said. “We really want our
students to be comfortable contacting
security as well as knowing the services
that they provide.”
While many students were taken
off-guard by the bizarre scene in the
library, Grivetti feels confident in the
state of campus security.

“I don’t want to downplay any of
the students’ potential concerns, but I
think Quincy University is about as safe
as it gets,” he said. “I spoke with Sam
the morning after the incident, and we
discussed a number of campus security
issues. Luckily, Quincy is a small town,
and we have a small campus. On a lot
of larger campuses, there are a variety
of issues that we don’t really see here. I
am personally satisfied.”
Grivetti did say that he is content,
but he made clear that the senators
will be the ultimate judges of that
after talking to the students that they
represent.
Students should talk to their representatives about any concerns they have
with campus security in order to have
their voices heard at the SGA meetings.
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MOVIES

Have a scary good summer with these films
LEXIE BROEMMER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

What goes better with summer
than late nights with friends, snacks
and scary movies?
Nothing. Nothing is better than
that, so here’s a guide that will give
you thrills and chills throughout your
summer break.
1. “Halloween”
Okay. This one is a little obvious
but necessary all the same, considering
it’s the original slasher film. (FYI, if you
ever think a mask-wearing, blue-suited
man is stalking you, you should probably tell someone.)
2. “The Exorcist”
Based on the true story of a
teenaged boy named “R,” this movie shocked and horrified viewers in
1973. Though it’s a bit outdated, “The
Exorcist” is still quite effective in that
it’s uncomfortable to watch and deeply
disturbing.
3. “Poltergeist”
Static televisions. Disappearing
little girls. Maggots. A creepy clown.
And a guy who tears his face off. Need
I say more? (Of course, this really only
applies to the original “Poltergeist,”
which is miles better than the 2015
remake.)
4. “The Blair Witch Project”
This is hands-down one of the
most terrifying movies to ever be
made. The whole found-footage,
documentary feel of “Blair Witch” is
what makes it so truly terrifying. Also,
the fact that you feel like you’re stuck
in the woods with the characters does
nothing to help.
5. “The Cabin in the Woods”
Meta. Super meta. As “The Cabin
in the Woods” plays with the tropes of
typical horror movies, it is incredibly
entertaining. Though it’s comical at
times, it also has a very serious kind
of note and social critique in it. And
Chris Hemsworth is in it. If for no
other reason, watch it for him.
6. “One Missed Call”
Imagine you missed a call, and
when you listened to your voicemail
you heard your dying moments. Well,
that’s the premise of “One Missed Call.”
You should be aware that this movie
may not actually be that scary, but if

you watched it when you were younger,
it may spark some major nostalgia.
7. “Purge: Anarchy”
All of the “Purge” films are pretty
good, but this is, by far, the best. On
Purge night in 2023, Sergeant Leo
Barnes plans to go out and get revenge
for his son’s death,
but he runs into a
mother and daughter and husband and
wife, who desperately
need his help to make
it through the night
alive. “Anarchy” isn’t
just a horror film. It’s
also a dystopian film,
and its world really
doesn’t seem too farfetched. It’s like an
even more messed-up
version of “The Hunger Games.”
8. “The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari”
A 1920 German
silent horror film, “The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” is about a man, Dr. Caligari, and
his somnambulist, Cesare. The film,
which is dark and twisted, is visually
stunning, as it represents German Expressionism. Oh, and it has one crazy
twist.
9. “Carrie”
The scariest part of this movie is
Carrie’s crazy lunatic of a mother. Also,
all hail Stephen King.
10. “Insidious”
If you want to find out if red demons named Lipstick Face and creepy
little girls terrify you, you should watch
this movie. Also, you’ll understand
“Insidious” much better if you follow it
up with “Insidious: Chapter 2,” which
actually retells some of the events that
took place in the original.
11. “The Raven”
If you love Edgar Allan Poe, then
you’ll probably love “The Raven.” The
movie tells the fictional story of Poe’s
last days. In it, he searches for a serial
killer whose murders are similar to the
murders Poe writes about.
12. “Nightmare on Elm Street”
Like “Halloween,” this one is a
classic. Arguably, the best part is when

the little girls sing their nursery rhyme
about Freddy Krueger.
13. “Black Swan”
Okay, so this isn’t your typical
scary movie, but it’s wonderful and
dark and disturbing. From the patriarchy to the dancing to the crazy mother
to Nina’s mental issues,
this movie is brilliant
and important. Please,
please watch it if you
haven’t already.
14. “The Witch”
At first watch,
you may not be crazy
about this one, but
you should still give
it a try. It’s stark and
barren and unsettling
in a way that’s hard to
explain. Also, if you’re
an English major, you
can have loads of fun
trying to analyze it to
see if it has a deeper
meaning.
15. “The Babadook”
Another stark film, “The Babadook” is one of the best horror films to
come out recently. The movie revolves
around a little boy’s storybook that
mysteriously shows up in his house.
It is genuinely terrifying and not just
because of cheap scares or senseless
violence.
16. “As Above, So Below”
While not outright terrifying, “As
Above, So Below” has its scary moments. The fact that the film is about
an archaeologist who is looking for
Nicolas Flamel’s Philosopher’s Stone in
the catacombs of Paris is pretty cool.
17. “Oculus”
You will hate mirrors after you
watch “Oculus,” but you’ll be okay with
it because you’ll love the movie. Also,
for any Doctor Who fans out there,
Amy, aka Karen Gillan, is in “Oculus.”
18. “10 Cloverfield Lane”
Michelle runs away from home.
Michelle gets into a car accident.
Michelle wakes up in a strange man’s
underground bunker. Michelle is terrified. What will Michelle do?
19. “It Follows”
“It Follows” is repulsive and claus-

trophobic. It’s bleak and chilling. It’s
inescapable. It looks, feels and sounds
like an old horror movie and will probably make you want to go back and
watch “Halloween” again.
20. “I Know What You Did Last
Summer”
If for no other reason, you should
watch “I Know What You Did Last
Summer” for Freddie Prinze, Jr. and
Sarah Michelle Geller (and Jennifer
Love Hewitt—she’s pretty cool, too).
21. “Prom Night”
“Prom Night,” loosely based on
the 1980 film with the same name, is
about—you guessed it—a group of
friends as they go to prom. It centers
on Donna, who witnessed her teacher
brutally murder her family. Donna is
still getting over the murders, but she is
doing fairly well. Of course, her world
will come crashing down when the
teacher escapes from prison and comes
to her prom.
22. “Sinister”
A true-crime writer moves his
family into a home where a family was
horrifically murdered. He later finds
snuff films, depicting other murders,
and weird things- maybe sinister
things- start happening in the house
and to his family. Beware: this is not
for the faint of heart.
23. “Orphan”
What if the sweet little girl you
took home from the orphanage wasn’t
who you thought she was?
24. “The Conjuring”
Based on the true story of the
Perron family and real-life paranormal
investigators and demonologists Ed
and Lorraine Warren, “The Conjuring”
is a cinematic gem. Not only are the
scares lasting but also Ed and Lorraine’s
relationship is incredible to watch. The
film is set in 1970 and does a wonderful job of capturing the essence of the
time period.
25. “Once Bitten”
This Jim Carrey movie is far from
scary, but you’ll certainly have a frighteningly good time watching it. “Once
Bitten” follows Carrey’s teen-aged character, Mark, who is being pursued by
a 400-year-old vampire countess who
must drink the blood of male virgins to
maintain her vitality.
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MUSIC

Going on a summer road trip?
With songs like these, you and your friends are guaranteed the trip of a lifetime
LEXIE BROEMMER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

What is summer without good music for the pool, road trips and hanging
out with friends anyway?
1. “In Cold Blood” by alt-j
Well, you can’t get much more
alt-j than this song, which is to say, if
you’re a fan of the band, you will not
be disappointed with their latest single.
If you’re not already a fan, give the
English indie rockers a try as they hit
peak alt-j.
2. “Now or Never” by Halsey
This song is the lead single off
Halsey’s highly anticipated, sophomore
album “hopeless fountain kingdom,”
which will be released in June. “Now
or Never,” woozy, sultry and
lo-fi, is quintessential Halsey and seems
more like a continuation of her first
album, “Badlands,” than an introduction to a new album. That is not a bad
thing. It’s a good thing, a very good
thing.
3. “I Don’t Wanna Dance” by
COIN
Yeah, so this song will make you
wanna dance. A lot. If you listen to alternative music, especially Sirius XM’s
Alt Nation channel, chances are you
have heard COIN before. Last summer,
the indie pop band dominated the
station with “Talk Too Much.” With “I
Don’t Wanna Dance” the band is poised
to do the same this summer.
4. “She Talks Too Much” by Elohim
You should be glad she talks too
much, whoever she is, because this
song is an electro-pop masterpiece.
This song is a few years old—it came
out circa May 2015—but it’s largely
and criminally unknown. You should
change that this summer. Also, here’s a
fun fact: Elohim is a name used for
God in the Hebrew Bible.
5. “Pork Soda” by Glass Animals
“Pineapples are in my head.” This
song will have you wondering what
exactly that means and what exactly
these English indie rockers were on
when they wrote its lyrics. None of the
lyrics in “Pork Soda” are too cheery,

but it’s guaranteed that the song will
make you dance.
6. “Pleaser” by Wallows
Remember Dylan Minnette, the
guy who played Clay Jensen on “13
Reasons Why”? It turns out he’s in
a band. Actually, he’s been in a few
bands, including one called the Narwhals. His current band, Wallows, just
released its
first single,
“Pleaser.” If
this song is
any indication, Minnette’s band
is going to
be a big-time
pleaser. (It
is kind of
sad, though,
that his band
changed its
name. The
Narwhals is
a lot better
than Wallows.)
7. “The Kids Don’t Wanna Come
Home” by Declan McKenna
Declan McKenna should know
what the kids want—or don’t want.
He’s only 18, after all. McKenna first
hit the music scene with his wistful
brand of alt rock with his hit “Brazil” at
the ripe old age of 16.
8. “Dear To Me” by Electric Guest
“Dear To Me” is very 80s-esque.
It’s airy, dancey and synthy. And it
features background vocals from the
Haim sisters, so it really doesn’t get
much better than this song.
9. “Lights Out” by Royal Blood
The lead single off Royal Blood’s
forthcoming album “How Did We Get
So Dark?,” “Lights Out” is raucous,
in-your-face and bloody brilliant. I’m
sorry, but I had to say it—Mike Kerr
and Ben Thatcher, who make up Royal
Blood, are from England.
10. “Restless” by Cold War Kids
After two and a half long years,
Cold War Kids finally released its sixth
album, “LA Divine.” Though all singles
the band has released from the album

so far are good, “Restless” is the best.
It’s a little uneasy feeling and, well,
restless.
11. “Don’t Take The Money” by
Bleachers
He’s baaaack. And better than
ever. Jack Antonoff, aka Bleachers,
has returned with his 80s-ish, (sometimes) sunny indie pop. “Don’t Take
The Money,”
which features
Lorde, will tide
you over until
Bleachers’ sophomore album,
“Gone Now,”
comes out in
June.
12.
“Hard Times”
by Paramore
Okay. So,
there’s been
an 80s resurgence—not
that that’s
really anything
new. It is new
for Paramore, though. “Hard Times”
sounds fun, but it’s actually about lead
singer Hayley Williams’ struggle with
depression. The song is the band’s first
release since Zac Farro rejoined. One
last thing for all the people who complain that Paramore is too commercial
now: please just get over yourselves and
enjoy the music. People change and
bands change, too.
13. “Die Young” by Sylvan Esso
“Die Young” is dark, dramatic, and
intoxicating. Maybe it’ll make you cry
and dance at the same time?
14. “Hiccups” by WATERS
It’s typical WATERS—kind of
grungy and completely catchy. It’s also
super relatable as a college student—
what student hasn’t had a few hiccups
throughout school?
15. “Drummer Boy” by MisterWives
Oy, with the 80s already. Just
kidding. Never oy the 80s. The song
is a lovesick ode to singer Mandy Lee’s
drummer boy, but it could also be an
ode to your drummer boy (or girl).

16. “High Enough” by K. Flay
K. Flay is from Illinois, so that’s
cool. You know what else is cool? Her
apparent devil-may-care attitude and
the sass that rolls off every piece of
music she’s ever made, including “High
Enough.”
17. “Comb My Hair” by Coast
Modern
Here’s a suggestion: use this song
to wake up in the morning, so you remember to comb your hair before you
come to class. An indie pop duo out of
L.A., everything Coast Modern releases
sounds kind of like stoner pop—if that’s
a thing.
18. “Drunk Drivers/Killer
Whales” by Car Seat Headrest
Though it comes in at six minutes
and 14 seconds long, “Drunk Drivers/Killer Whales” is never boring or
over-the-top. At times, it’s quiet. At
times, it’s loud. It’s sort of melancholy
throughout, but that doesn’t keep it
from being a great to song to sing along
to.
19. “She Said” by Sundara Karma
It’s fair to say Sundara Karma has
a pretty decent and well-deserved following in their home country, England.
Logically, the band’s next step is conquering the States. With songs like the
refreshing, feel good indie rock track
“She Said,” Sundara Karma is well on
its way to dominating American radio
waves.
20. “Down in Flames” by Ella
Vos
She’s only released three songs—
the first of which came out in October 2016—in her young career, but
she seems to have already perfected
her craft. Vos’ songs are glitchy and
dreamy. “Down in Flames” is a mix of
those things and an aching gloominess.
21. “The Cure” by Lady Gaga
Just so it’s out there, Lady Gaga
can do no wrong. She debuted this
gem of a song at week one of Coachella, only about five months after her
latest album, “Joanne” was released.
“The Cure” was ready-made to be an
anthem, so you might as well make it
yours.
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FINALS

Study habits to adopt and to avoid
AMANDA BOYER
STAFF WRITER

Need help studying for finals?
Here are a few study habits that
could be hurting your grade:
1. Cramming for a test.
USAToday.com said scientific
studies show that real learning comes
from the process of revisiting material
repeatedly. Even if cramming for your
tests work out, it is only a short-term
solution, since you likely won’t remember the content after the test is over.
2. Multitasking.
hercampus.com reports that all
that multitasking does is distract and
that the best thing to do is to put down
everything and just focus on one thing
at a time. Instead of texting or binge
watching Netflix while doing homework, make a deal with yourself to

watch Netflix or text after you are done
with your homework. This will motivate you into doing your homework
quicker than you would have and give
you a reward after you are done.
3. Choosing the wrong environment.
hercampus.com also reports that
when students choose the wrong environment they are essentially multitasking because of all of the possible
distractions. Instead, students should
choose a quiet place and choose the
place that allows you to be at your most
productive.
4. Re-reading the textbook.
USAToday.com states that it is
important to actively read your textbook. Active reading strategies include:
reading over the material, drawing
pictures of the material, writing lists
about the material, and discussing the

materialwith a partner and then testing
each other on it. It is through using
these active strategies that it is easier
for students to retain information.

Here are a few study habits that
you should adopt:
1. Take every opportunity to
study.
ecpi.edu says that if you are offered
an after-class study session or a possible
extra credit opportunity, take it. Even if
it means moving some things around in
your schedule, it will be worth it.
2. Sleep.
huffingtonpost.com writes that
students in college should be getting
eight hours of sleep a night. Sleeping
eight hours helps your critical thinking
skills as well as your overall health.
Studies have shown that the students
who sleep six hours or more had higher

GPA’s than those who slept less than six
hours.
3. Manage your time.
The best thing that a student
can do is help themselves. By staying
organized, you will cut down your
workload and your procrastination in
the long run.
4. Go to class.
huffingtonpost.com says that,
although it may seem obvious, the best
way to prepare for tests is to attend
class and participate. By going to class,
you have already begun the process of
reviewing and that will help you prepare for any exams.
For more information on which
study habits you should develop and
which you should avoid, go to http://
college.usatoday.com/2014/07/29/aiming-for-an-a-study-habits-you-shouldadopt-and-avoid/.

HAWK COMMITMENTS

Future Hawks will fly in next fall
BRAYDEN NUESSEN
STAFF WRITER

Over the last couple of months,
future Hawks have made their commitments to Quincy University for their
prospective sports on social media.
Justin Bottorff from Quincy Notre
Dame has announced his commitment
to play basketball on Twitter.
Botteroff led Quincy Notre Dame
in a very strong season this past year
after taking his team to state before
losing in the semi-finals.
Botteroff will be joined by Jah-Kobe Womack from St. Louis and Robert
DeVries from Forreston, Illinois.
Cole Hayes from Quincy Notre
Dame made his commitment to Quincy University official a couple weeks
ago.
Hayes is excited that he gets to
continue his soccer career at the next
level.
“I am ready to meet new people
and take part in the college experience,”
Hayes said. “I am also beyond excited
to get with the guys on the soccer team
and start training with Coach Carpen-

ter and the rest of
the staff ”.
He was
relieved once the
recruiting process
was over.
“QU was
always high on
top of my list,”
Hayes said. “It was
relieving to see my
hard work come to
fruition and know
that I was one step
closer to my goal”.
Since he is
from Quincy, he was able to experience
and see how the Hawks play.
“Having watched the Hawks in the
past, I have gained a huge amount of
respect for the program, and now I get
to be part of it,” Hayes said.
Hayes joins Anthony Binaei from
Chesterfield, Missouri; Simon Chretien
from New Zealand; Noah Henry from
Alton, Illinois; and Adam Whybrow
from New England as upcoming freshman athletes for soccer.
Payton Brunier announced his

commitment to QU to play offensive
lineman in football.
Brunier helped the Quincy Blue
Devils to an 8-1 record to win the
Western Big 6 conference before losing
in the first round of the playoffs this
past year.
He is excited to become a Hawk
and further his athletic and academic
careers.
“It is a wonderful opportunity to
get an education in a community I’m
familiar with,” Brunier said.
Brunier is also relieved that the

recruiting process is over.
“After a long college search, I had
finally found a school I loved that
wanted me to play football for them. It
was a dream come true,” he said. “It’s
comforting knowing I always have my
family close to me. It’s nice to have that
kind of support behind me.”
To see the other 39 upcoming
freshman football recuits, visit quhawks.com.
Stay tuned to more commitments
in the upcoming weeks on the QU
Hawks’ Twitter page.
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BASEBALL

Transfer student Demuri thrives at Quincy
VON WASHINGTON III
STAFF WRITER

Every year, the QU baseball team
seems to have a couple new faces on
the field making a difference.
This year is no different.
All you have to do is look in the
outfield for number 9, Joseph “J.C.”
Demuri.
Demuri is a junior transfer who
began his baseball career at Southern
Illinios University Carbondale. He
played his freshman and sophomore
seasons there before deciding to transfer. Quincy was one of the schools that
contacted Demuri first.
“My old summer ball coach from
when I played in high school knew
Coach Rabe, so when I got my release
finalized from SIU Carbondale, Rabe
gave me a call to set up a visit to see the
school,” Demuri said.
Soon after the visit, Demuri committed and was ready to start his career
as a Hawk.
Normally, being a transfer at a new
school is not any easy thing. You have
to get used to new surroundings, new
buildings and most important, your
new teammates. However, for Demuri,
his new teammates were the last thing
he had to worry about,
“The guys here are awesome. Being
a transfer as a junior, I didn’t know

how it was going
to work out trying
to fit in with a new
team, but they
invited me in and it
feels like a big family now,” he said.
Not having to
worry about his
teammates allowed
Demuri to lock in
on his game.
In 36 games
this season, he has
50 hits in 134 at
bats with 40 RBIs
and eight home
runs all while
maintaining a .373
batting average.
Earlier in the
season in the Missouri S&T series,
Demuri batted .500 Junior baseball player Joseph “j.C.” Demuri slides into home plate.
(7-for-14) with
(Photo courtesy of QU Sports Information)
two doubles, two
you have a coaching staff like I have
guys that can make a good run in the
triples, a home
and the guys in the line up around me
post season,” he said.
run, eight RBIs and five runs scored in
When he is not on the field wreakthe four-game series, which earned him that I do.”
The
Hawks
have
a
25-16
record
ing
havoc
on opposing teams’ pitchers,
GLVC Player of the Week.
Demuri was honored to receive the this year after splitting four games with Demuri spends his time as many colMaryville last weekend.
lege students do, watching Netflix,
award.
Demuri is still excited about the
“Recently, I have been hooked on
“It was a nice honor getting recrest of the season,
Netflix. I just finished ‘The Office,’ and I
ognition like this,” he said. “It is a lot
“I think we have a special group of
am about to start ‘Dexter.’”
easier to receive awards like this when

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

Students combine faith and sports in campus group
REGGIE AUSTIN
STAFF WRITER

What started as a small group
has blossomed into so much more for
many athletes. The group, called the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes or
FCA, strives to create unity between
sports through Christ.
FCA allows athletes to help reinforce their faith and define what Jesus
means to them personally and spiritually.
Trishauna Eldridge is a frequent
visitor to FCA.
“As a whole, they look at Scriptures

and try to break them down and apply
them to their daily lives,” Eldridge
said. “The messages that the group
conveys through Scriptures help them
to become better students as well as
athletes.”
Junior T.J. Daniels, who plays
football for the Hawks, is the president
of FCA.
“We watch videos that deal with
Scriptures or situations that college
students go through on a regular basis,”
he said.
The members of FCA host discussions with each other to try and

help each other out through certain
situations and predicaments. Daniels
attributes his strong will to becoming
a better person to Jesus and his selfless
actions. He wants others to become a
part of this growing group so that they
can find serenity as well.
“I really can’t remember how I
became a member of FCA, honestly.
I think I just went with a group of
teammates one time. Then, I started
going more often,” Daniels said. “Right
now, FCA means a lot to me honestly.
I’ve created new bonds and friendships
with people I would have never expect-

ed to be friends with.”
The group has grown substantially
since it was first started. Members say
that the people in FCA encourage each
other every week to better themselves,
to stand out, and to live the lives they’ve
been designed to live. The group prides
itself on inner-group motivation as
they all are hard-working athletes.
“It’s amazing how different everyone is individually. However, all is
forgotten when we help each other and
our communities,” Daniels said. “We
offer our God-given talents to help
God’s people.”
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OPINION

From freshman in college to freshman in adulthood
VON WASHINGTON III
STAFF WRITER

There comes a time in every college
athlete’s life that no one looks forward
to -- the end of the season.
For most athletes, the end of the
season means that spring workouts
will begin soon. Schoolwork has to
be caught up on, and summer break is
right around the corner.
However, for seniors, the end of
the season means a whole different
thing.
Life, or adulthood, is about to
begin.
The college experience for an
athlete is a lot different than most
students on campus. It all starts during
your freshman year when you get on
campus. Many students may be worried
about where the next party is or who is
buying the drinks that night, but oftentimes, an athlete has to be in bed early
because of 6 a.m. conditioning the next
day, followed by six hours of classes and
individual workouts afterward -- plus
homework.
The freshman year for an athlete is
probably the hardest year you will have.
You’re getting used to the rigorous
schedule you now have, plus there’s the
pressure to perform put on you by your
coaches. You soon realize that this isn’t
as fun as you thought it would be, but
you push through because you don’t
want people thinking you are soft or a
quitter.
The next three or four years are
filled with the same things. Practices,
workouts, games and classes all seem to
form together into a lump. You get used
to the routine, and you begin to enjoy
it. You find little tricks that help you get
through certain things that you watch
the freshman on the team struggle
with. The older you get, the wiser you
become. The younger players come to
you to learn how to deal with a coach
or a teacher on campus.
Then at some point, usually at the
end of your junior season, you realize
senior year is right there, staring you
in the face. You had always looked at
senior year as if it were light years away,
and then BAM! It’s here. You no longer
get to call the seniors old and make fun
of them because they move around like
they are 60.

Now
it’s your
turn.
All of
a sudden,
workouts
that you
dreaded
you now
look
forward
to. Early
morning
practices
don’t
seem that
hard to
get up
for. Conditioning
Von Washington who started his journey at Western Michigan and is finishing it at QU.
doesn’t
seem to
ends. The day you have so often looked do, you realize life isn’t about to be as
wear you out as much. Everything
at as if it was years away finally is facing simple as it once was. No one is going
you once thought was a drag or hard
you. The locker room is filled with sad- to be checking up on you to see if
doesn’t seem as bad as it once was.
ness and emotion. Players who usually
you’ve been handling your responsiPart of this is because you’ve been
aren’t
emotional
are
crying.
Coaches
bilities. No one is going to make sure
turned into a well-oiled machine, built
are
crying.
It’s
a
very
tough
scene
to
you’ve been in the gym working out
to stand up to the physicality of college
witness.
or eating right. You’ll be on your own.
athletics. The other part is because you
During
it
all,
you
reflect
on
what
You’ll have to create a new routine in a
realize that these could be your last
you
could
have
done
better
during
the
new place around new people, which is
practices, workouts and games.
final
game
or
during
your
career,
but
terrifying to think about. You’ll think
For most, the senior year season
the
one
thing
you
don’t
want
to
think
you aren’t prepared or ready for this
is a time to reflect on the past years’
about
in
that
moment
is,
“What’s
next?”
new part of your life … for adulthood.
accomplishments and enjoy one last
In
the
few
months
of
school
after
That’s when you have to fall back
go around with your teammates. You
the
end
of
your
senior
season,
you
on
what
you learned being a college
make sure you get the most out of each
finally
get
to
live
life
as
a
regular
college
athlete
the
past years. What you went
day, soaking up all the memories you
student.
You
can
stay
up
late
because
through
wasn’t
easy or fun most of the
can.
you
don’t
have
conditioning
early
the
time.
Most
people
couldn’t have done
However, for some it’s the last
next
morning.
You
can
go
out
and
what
you
did
while
making it look so
time they get to prove their skills and
enjoy
the
nightlife
a
little
more
than
easy.
The
skills
and
abilities
you learned
abilities that they have been working
you
once
did.
You
can
actually
do
while
playing
your
sport
can
be taken
tirelessly on for the past years. Their
homework
at
a
decent
time
of
the
day
with
you
wherever
you
go
and
used in
dream is to keep playing the sport they
because
you
have
nothing
else
to
do.
whatever
you
choose
to
do.
have put so much into.
The main thing you will spend
Instead of being a freshman in
Two days during senior season
your
time
doing
is
figuring
out
what
college,
you become a freshman in
bring out the most emotion. The first
you
are
going
to
do.
adulthood.
one is senior night, usually the last time
For some, heading into the workHowever, you made it through colyou’ll play on your home floor in front
force
is
the
only
option
available.
Relege
alive. At times you struggled, but
of your fans. It’s the last time you’ll hear
sumes
will
be
built
and
sent
to
various
you
still
did it. Use that same mindset
your name get called for the starting
employers.
Interviews
will
be
conas
you
begin
your life after college
lineups. It’s the last time the student
ducted.
The
only
stress
you’ll
have
is
sports.
Never
forget what you went
section will cheer when you make a
worrying
about
who
will
call
you
back.
through
because
it made you who you
great play. It’s tough because a place
Others
plan
on
traveling
the
world
for
a
are
today.
You
were
a college athlete.
and feeling you have become so used
few
years
or
heading
back
to
school
to
Take
pride
in
that.
to is stripped from you suddenly, and
earn their masters.
Use that same drive and dedication
there is nothing you can do about it.
For
a
select
few,
becoming
a
pro
to
propel
you towards success for the
The second day, and arguably the
athlete
is
the
next
step.
rest
of
your
life.
hardest, is when your season finally
Regardless of what you decide to

